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My apologies ! I had intended to have this newsletter out last week, but bronchitis and sinusitis rendered my brain even more
woolly than usual. To cap it all I was just finishing up when my computer blocked completely and had to go to computer
hospital for a few days. At least the computer is now in a better state...
Well, if you were not able to come to Antwerp, you missed a fun weekend. And, apart from a couple of thunderstorms which
were not a problem anyway as we were all in the theatre, we were blessed with traditional FEATS weekend good weather.
Transport strikes in parts of Europe caused a few headaches for some participants, but in true FEATS spirit these were
overcome and people arrived in time to enjoy some excellent theatre. We were happy to welcome new groups Belgrade
English Language Theatre and the English Drama Group, Salzburg to the Fringe as well as plays from Brussels, Antwerp,
Frankfurt, The Hague, Bonn, Munich and Geneva. Not to mention the traditional skit. A very full weekend indeed !
An innovation this year – and one which would be good to renew in the coming years, was a « Meet and Greet » session at
the Belfry where a few mix-up games helped people make contact with other groups amidst much laughter and hilarity.
We all assumed that we would see three performances each evening, but that was before our Adjudicator and 'new boy' to
FEATS, Ben Humphrey, took to the stage to give his adjudications. He spoke of 'sharing friendship and experiences' and he
made us laugh while giving interesting and worthwhile advice. At the end of the weekend he added up all the marks and
gave his final adjudications based on his knowledge and observations.

The prize winners with the Adjudicator (second left.)
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And here are the results :
Group

Play

Founders Trophy for Best Production

The Hamburg Players

The Hunchback Variations

ECC Centennial Cup - 2nd Place

The Bonn Players

Same Time Next Year

BATS Trophy - 3 Place

AATG, The Hague

The Universal Language

Blackie for Best Actor

The Hamburg Players

Harald Djuerken

Blackie for Best Actress

The Bonn Players

Joanna Thorn

Grand Duchy Award for Best Presentation

The Bonn Players

Same Time Next Year

Marcel Huhn/Bruno Boeye for Stage Management

The Bonn Players

Same Time Next Year

DAW- Verulam Award – Best Original Script

ATC, Brussels

Accelerated Intimacy by Chiara Venturini

Don Luscombe Award – Adjudicator's Discretionary

BATS for their incredible job over the whole festival

rd

The nominations for the various prizes were as follows :
Blackie for Best Actor
Nominee

Group

Play

Manu Peix Castiella

ATC, Brussels

Accelerated Intimacy

Mike Asiago

The Bonn Players

Same Time Next Year

Martin John Mills

The Hamburg Players

The Hunchback Variations

Charles Bird

AATG, The Hague

The Universal Language

Rory Spellman

ITG, Brussels

Airheads

Nominee

Group

Play

Alicia Desmedt

English Youth Theatre, Brussels

4,48 Psychosis

Lara Stanisic

Het Homerostheater, The Hague

The State of Mary

Anna Gardner

FEST, Frankfurt

The Perfect Woman

Suzanne van Dolen

AATG, The Hague

The Universal Language

Liz Ross

ITG, Brussels

Airheads

Blackie for Best Actress

Grand Duchy Award for Best Stage Presentation
ATC, Brussels

Accelerated Intimacy

BUSC, Bonn

Fancies

LWTC, Lucerne

Lions of England

AATG, The Hague

The Universal Language

ITG, Brussels

Airheads

DAW- Verulam Award – Best Original Script
Author

Play

Group

Ellie Lewerenz

Fancies

BUSC, Bonn

Börje Fontalva / Nigel Harvey

The Incident

Stockholm Players

Lisa Ni'Laoire

Airheads

ITG, Brussels

Don Luscombe Discretionary Award
Vivi Roche for 'the best one-liner ever'
BATS festival stagecrew for their tireless work
Adrian Veale for his MC-ing
«««««««««««««««««««««««
That is the list of the winners, but I will leave it up to Annie Dawes to give her impressions of the plays. Thank you, Annie, for
the great work !

Friday, 18th May
The American Theatre Company, Brussels
Accelerated Intimacy, an original script by Chiara Venturini

Upon the opening of the curtains, we immediately know that we are in a New York subway car which is stuck, for
no discernible reason, between stations. Side uplighting and accompanying sound effects effectively show us
other trains frequently hurtling by. The only two passengers (Her and Him) are seated across the aisle from
each other, one facing forwards, the other facing back, on the hideously but correctly coloured (orange and lime
green) graffiti-covered curved plastic seats. The two are obviously complete strangers to each other, but soon
strike up a conversation as they realize they will be here for some time - she a little hesitant, he slightly bolder.
To pass the time, he finds a newspaper and reads an article claiming that intimacy between two strangers can
be accelerated by having them ask each other a specific series of personal questions which are broken up into
three sets, with each set intended to be more probing than the previous one. The idea is that mutual
vulnerability fosters closeness but, just for amusement, they decide to do the accompanying quiz. She is to
choose the numbered questions in random order, he is to read them out. I found this an excellent basis for a
play script - the quiz questions throwing up endless possibilities for reminiscences, discussions, arguments and
various getting-to-know-you opportunities although, even with the constant flow of personal revelations, their
names are never revealed either to us or to each other. The questions include “Would you like to be famous, if
so for what?”, “Do you ever rehearse what you’re going to say before making a telephone call?”, “When did you
last sing to yourself, or someone else?”, “Do you have a secret hunch about how you will die?”, “What is your
most treasured/embarrassing memory?”, “Make three ‘we’ statements; for instance, we are both in this room
feeling ……. “, and “What, if anything, is too serious to be joked about?” Her embarrassing memory revolves
around the performance of a penguin dance which, charmingly, both Her and Him practise together. As for her
hunch about dying, she recounts her experience of suffering from leukaemia and, in this way, the play alternates
most entertainingly between painful recollections and delightful reminiscences.
The final part of the quiz, to ensure the couple fall in love, proposes gazing into each other’s eyes for four whole
minutes but we, the audience, knew from the start that Her and Him were made for each other, otherwise they
would have been contacting all their friends and acquaintances on their mobile phones instead of relying on a
discarded newspaper with which to pass the time together. I just wish I had made a note of the Finnish word for
feeling nostalgic about some place you’ve never been …….
Manu Peix Castiella, playing Him, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
This production was nominated for the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.
This production won the DAW-Verulam Award for Best Original Script.
English Youth Theatre, Brussels
4,48 Psychosis by Sara Kane
A bare stage, except for an oversized examination lamp, starkly welcomes us into the world of deep depression,
self-harm and thoughts of suicide. The settings for the twenty-four sections of this play are purposely
anonymous and non-specific, with dramatic lighting effects giving startling results. Throughout the production,
the scenes were smoothly and sparsely set by using a desk, some chairs, a perspex screen, but nothing that
actually ‘dressed’ the stage.
As well as three (mostly unsympathetic) doctors, the cast comprises three main characters with the names of
Disgust, Fear and Loneliness, all of whom are dressed differently (apart from the shoes) but totally in white. The
abstract text of the play is often completely naturalistic, at other times purely poetic, with the three main
characters either sharing the speeches or taking their own parts, as in a musical choral group, although
completely discordantly at times. When all three speak together, the rhythm of madness is apparent. The
repeated motif of ‘hatch opens, stark light’ suggests glimpses of clarity amongst the tumultuous outpourings of
anger and torment. It is a chilling realization to me that counting back from one hundred in sevens is actually
used by doctors to verify loss of concentration or memory. As well as discussing the merits or otherwise of using
medication to treat depression, the play also dwells upon the anguish suffered through difficult relationships,
dependency and isolation. It amounts to an agonizing scream from the depths of a tortured soul. Knowing that
it was premiered not long after the author’s death by suicide makes watching it as an entertainment a harrowing
experience.
Alicia Desmedt, playing Disgust, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actress.
Bonn University Shakespeare Company, Bonn
Fancies, an original script by Ellie Lewerenz
Oh what fun! I was one of the lucky ones who stayed in my seat during the interval and so caught the setting up
of this play, carried out on an open stage. It looked confused to start with, but was very entertaining to watch as
groups of helium-filled balloons were stood on the stage, denoting different acting areas. A sofa DSR completed
the set, and the seven-strong cast took up their positions in a row downstage to watch and interact with the

audience arriving back from the bar.
It’s always enjoyable to have live music played well on stage, this time a guitar and two female voices, maybe
buskers? We understand from the mimed action that a young couple, Darcy and Oliver, are moving in to their
first home together, said sofa seeming to be the focal point of all their homebased activities.
So, a simple story. We have a young couple very much in love, planning to spend the rest of their lives together.
But what to do to ensure things stay that way? Maybe living out their fantasies would be the way to go?
Unfortunately Darcy’s over-active imagination and OTT attitude to life rushes them headlong into a series of
potentially ruining situations. Time after time, a simple episode in their lives takes a turn for the fantastical
worse.
To start with, Darcy comes home drunk from a boring works ‘do’ that Oliver didn’t want to go to. Her amorous
encounter with an attractive waiter gets her thinking ….. why shouldn’t she and Oliver share their fantasies with
one another and enact their greatest desires? Next thing we know, Darcy is wearing a very unreliable evening
gown and walking down a film premiere red carpet on the arm of none other than Tom Hiddleston. Of course
Tom finds her irresistible and they end up in the movie house projection room. Oliver puts an end to her fun and
they both go home, Oliver in a huff. Darcy is left to her own devices on the marital sofa.
Further entanglements ensue with Darcy and Oliver narrating each other’s fantasizing. Is Andrew just a caring
friend or does he actually fancy Oliver? Are Darcy’s girlfriends more than just friends? In a play where just
about everyone snogs everyone else no matter what gender, all the fantasies finally tumble out from Darcy’s
imagination and fancies become reality - but is this really what they were looking for?
With musical accompaniment throughout, the streamers and balloons, plenty of booze and the indulgent sense
of hedonistic fun, this is more like being at a really good party than watching a play in a theatre.
This production was nominated for the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.This
production was nominated for the DAW-Verulam Award for Best Original Script.
Saturday, 19th May
The Bonn Players, Bonn
Same Time, Next Year by Bernard Slade
We all felt comfortable with this play - one we knew well, and in capable hands. This play charts the once-ayear affair of Doris and George, who meet in the same room of the same country inn every time. Written in
1975, it opens in 1951 and covers six episodes in the affair. This production tells us right where we are with
American Movietone News of the era. However, FEATS restrictions being what they are, we are treated to only
three episodes this evening. (Incidentally, I couldn’t find in the programme where it says how long the plays can
be. There was a note that said FEATS rules mean the plays must be between 20 and 55 minutes but I know
that the organizing group specify the exact length. So how long is long in Antwerp?) Returning to the point,
Bonn’s production showed us George and Doris meeting in 1951, 1961 and 1975.
The set is apparently a Californian ‘country inn’ - and I know the production team have taken every care to be
authentic, but I have to say it doesn’t look like any hotel room I’ve ever stayed in. It has a great fireplace, double
bed of course, seating area with coffee table and also - a grand piano.
So - to the action. We find it funny that George gets her name wrong - he says Dorothy not Doris. So we
know that this is the morning after their first night together. (Please tell me how she woke up with hair and
everything else perfectly in place?) George is feeling guilty, knowing that Doris will go to confession. George is
worried you give names to the priest. Breakfast arrives and George answers the door with her underwear
hanging out of his pocket, but we love it, it’s only 1951.
Their relationship is charming - should we not be disapproving? They are, after all, in sound marriages, both
with children. But we warm to these characters and enjoy their easy relationship with each other. The gentle
comedy is delightful with George’s phone call (to his mother?) about his impotence (“not dead, just resting”), and
their sex underwater dreams - but he can’t swim! They exchange stories about each other’s spouses and it is
obvious they have a very close friendship which just happens to include a strong sexual attraction too.
The next episode shows us Doris is pregnant, so sex is not on the menu and George uses playing the piano to
release sexual tension. George is, in fact, slightly repulsed by the baby bump getting in the way and, to make
matters worse, Doris’s contractions start when they go into a clinch. There’s a wonderful piece of comedy
panicking as George tries to phone for medical help, saying someone he doesn’t know is having a baby.
The scene changes with sound bites to bring us ‘up-to-date’ in 1975, with nice costume and soft furnishings
updates too. But the atmosphere is softer and somewhat bittersweet. George’s wife, Helen, has been ill for a
long time and she died six months ago. George had tried unsuccessfully to call Doris - the only time contact
had been attempted outside their clandestine rendezvous. In a very sweet scene, George asks Doris to marry
him but she refuses. In a ploy to get her to change her mind, George says they can never see each other again
now because he’ll have to marry his friend Connie, as she knows about their affair. But they say goodbye, with
Doris asking what about Connie? She’s 89, cries George! Cue to jump into bed for one last time.

Various themes run through the different scenes to tie them together. One is George’s feeling that he is dogged
by bad luck - maybe he does feel just a little guilty? And also the device that his watch is always 3hours
25minutes fast. Tiny little points, but they provide continuity and help to unite the episodes in this perfectly
conceived little extract from the longer piece.
This production won the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.
This production, under the stage management of Gill Atkinson, won the Marcel Huhn/Bruno Boeye
Memorial Award for Best Stage Management
This production won the ECC Centennial Cup for Second Best Production.
Mike Asiago, playing George, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
Joanna Thorn, playing Doris, won the Blackie Award for Best Actress.
Het Homerostheater, The Hague
The State of Mary by Friedrich Schiller, edited by Herman Duchenne
The spectacular opening scene on a near empty stage with the solitary figure of Queen Elizabeth I, veiled,
magnificently lit and dressed in virginal white and regal gold, standing on a podium USR, is an image that we will
carry with us for a long time. The accompanying perfectly chosen baroque music places us immediately in
England in the late 1500s. Mary Queen of Scots stands DSC, strikingly dressed in complete contrast to
Elizabeth in daring lacy and leggy red and black, and standing on a box marked “Accused”. We know Mary is
being tried for treason to the throne, although she swears that, although she does not recognize the laws of
England, she has never plotted against Elizabeth, and she repeatedly pleads to be granted an audience with the
Queen of England.
The scene changes to the accompaniment of rousing tango (?) music. Now clothed in rather more peasant
attire, “Mary” bends arthritically low to push on to the stage a pair of slippers and a mop, and then proceeds to
sweep the stage, including the floor underneath Elizabeth’s feet, who is now seated on her throne. We realize
that Mary’s character is now that of Nanny to the Queen, to whom she is a confidante and bosom friend. With
wonderfully comedic, ghoulish gestures, all the time continuing to sweep the floor, the old crone of a Nanny
persuades Elizabeth that Mary is “disgusting” and needs to be silenced, which would necessitate a meeting of
the two. The image they create of Nanny and Elizabeth cuddled up on the throne together is precious, as is
Nanny’s macabre delight in watching an execution through the window.
The coming together of Elizabeth and Mary at Fotheringhay is as powerful and dramatic as any such meeting
could possibly be imagined. From exchanging sympathy and calling each other other sister, they move towards
the final unavoidable conclusion of Mary’s execution, graphically described by Elizabeth down to every detail,
including the botched first cut and the agony of the executioner’s handling of the severed head.
The final scene shows us the two queens facing each other, Mary’s head obliterated by a large black cube,
Elizabeth facing the ghost she has to live with for the rest of her life.
Painted cubes are used throughout this production as both set and furnishings, overturned in times of tumult,
accompanied by discordantly crashing music and dramatic lighting effects. Costume and character changes
throughout this play often take place in full view so as to intensify its powerfully fast pace.
Lara Stanisic, playing Mary Queen of Scots and Nanny, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best
Actress.
Frankfurt English Speaking Theatre
The Perfect Woman, an original script by Mike Riepl
A fun-filled fantasy is just what is needed next. The scene is a modest home interior with a young man, David,
writing at his computer. His friend, Graham, teases him that he is writing his dating profile, or maybe a love
letter? But no, he is writing his novel about his perfect woman. David and Graham are obviously single and in
the market for a steady girlfriend. David thinks that his novel will lead to girls identifying with him as the author
and getting in touch with him when they know what he’s looking for in life. His mother, Marge, looks after the
two lads as only mothers do, and we don’t fail to catch the throwaway comment from Graham that he thinks it’s
she who is the perfect woman.
David and Graham leave to go to the pub and Marge settles down to watch TV, almost immediately falling
asleep on the sofa. Two members of the Perfection Police burst in, accusing Marge of the heinous crime of
being slovenly, unattractive and not making the slightest effort to improve herself or her appearance. Before the
wigged judge, she pleads not guilty, citing mitigating circumstances but the judge finds her guilty in the highest
degree. She is sentenced to ten years of hell in wellness hotels, living on a slimming diet and undergoing plastic

surgery. Needless to say all this is, of course, just a dream and Marge chooses the table, incongruously, on
which to go back to sleep.
We then see David coming home with an absolutely gorgeous young woman, Samantha. After much to-ing and
fro-ing with Marge (now transformed into an artificially beautiful version of her former self) coming home early,
Samantha confesses that she used to be a boy, so how much of a perfect woman for David is that! David is
outraged and his Mum consoles him, only for her to turn to Graham with whom, it turns out, she is having a
relationship. We should have known! The strangely inconclusive ending sees Samantha getting a taxi home
and David wallowing in uncertainty.
A cutting-edge play for 2018 involving women’s worth and self-esteem and the acceptance of gender identity this
is not, but it provided an amusing culmination to the evening’s entertainment.
Anna Gardner, playing Marge, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actress.
Sunday, 20th May
Lucerne World Theatre Company, Lucerne
Lions of England by David Weir
We are in the green room of a TV programme, with sofas, drinks table, radio connection to the live show taking
place in the studio. Will and his girlfriend Sandra wait to be called in to the studio where Will will receive the
‘Lion of England’ award for bravery for rescuing Sandra and her pupils from a school fire. He is also going to
propose to her on live TV immediately after the Prime Minister gives him the award. And fame-obsessed Sandra
is going to accept the hand of the man who saved her life.
In the frenetic panic of a live TV broadcast, Will is a beacon of calm, zen-like in the face of the hyperactivity
around him. But as he practises his scene with researcher, Eve, it becomes clear that Will harbours some
secret, which makes Eve nervous about both his going out on stage, and her future. When Dominic, the
producer, discovers that Will has a criminal record he knew nothing about, Eve has to reveal that Will is not
Will's real name… this is the notorious Roy Banks, the boy who murdered his mother and whose picture became
a national icon of evil 30 years earlier. Dominic knows they can't send this man out to pick up an award. Eve
argues that he has done his time and redeemed himself.
With the clock running down, and with Sandra desperate for fame (so desperate indeed, it turns out, that she
herself set the fire in her school), Dominic changes the story to make her the hero, leaving Will and Eve alone
backstage to realise that an act of heroism isn't enough redemption. And then Will discovers that Eve, who has
flirted with him, whom he has trusted to keep his secret and give him his redemption, has sold his story to a
tabloid newspaper to get herself a new job away from this TV hell.
Will is a man who has lost his chance of a wife, his hero award and his hope that he might, at last, have atoned
for his childish sins. As he advances on Eve with the ‘Lion of England’ award, the ideal blunt instrument, in his
raised hand, the lights black out.
So as to make sure that I have included all the twists and turns in this circuitous story, I have half-inched this text
from the script’s advert on stagescript.com.
This production was nominated for the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.
The Hamburg Players, Hamburg
The Hunchback Variations by Mickle Maher
This is the one we were all waiting for, Hamburg Players having a monumental reputation for doing good stuff,
especially if it’s Theatre of the Absurd. So when we heard this play was about Beethoven and Quasimodo jointly
hosting a panel discussion on the search for the impossible sound, we knew we were in for something special.
The mysterious sound comes from Chekhov’s “The Cherry Orchard”, which he describes “as if from the sky, the
sound of a breaking string, which dies away sadly”. Indeed it is an impossible sound for anyone to try to
describe but for the classical genius and the fictitious character, both deaf, and one created after the death of the
other …… absurd, indeed.
The two characters are the only players, with Beethoven introducing himself by provocatively flipping on a
ridiculous shaggy white wig and then playing, beautifully, a keyboard sonata. He is a confident, strong character
in contrast to Quasimodo who is shambolic and hideous in appearance, but gentle-mannered and tenderly
spoken with an endearingly soft French accent.
Without words, Quasimodo extracts from a box about twenty objects and places them carefully and slowly, one
by one, on the table in front of him. In a game of Memory, I would have lost disastrously, but I did remember:bell, bottle, violin, feather, scissors. All of Quasimodo’s movements, speech and actions are painstakingly drawn
out, sometimes after l-o-n-g, l-o-n-g, thoughtful pauses.
During many takes of the same introduction to the panel discussion, Beethoven announces that Quasimodo has

a statement to make. At times, it will consist of descriptions of Quasimodo’s little hut by the river and ponderings
on whether it would have been better to meet in Beethoven’s magnificent apartment? Even occasionally there
are discussions of “The Cherry Orchard”. If Beethoven had ever finished reading it, would that have helped their
quest? Always the utterings are beautiful and poetic, and Quasimodo’s mellifluous vocalising is a joy to listen to.
Beethoven’s description of Quasimodo’s bell table conjures up a wonderful picture for us, accompanied with the
words: “At the bell table, the crow above, the frog below …….”
Whilst unhurriedly shuffling pages of Emily Dickinson poetry, Quasimodo utters softly and frenchly: “I curse
you”. Audience erupts with delight. Other memorable quotes include: “Where is the rrhoom for keeping all the
nussings” and “This is a deep mystery to be investigated only with silence”. His hang-dog expression when
turning to Beethoven, beseechingly, and saying “sank you” gets the audience every time. The many scenes
often end in silence, the audience applauds yet again but no! the play continues on. We are enthralled and
overjoyed. We don’t want it to end - ever.
This production won the Founders’ Trophy for Best Production.
Harald Djuerken, playing Quasimodo, won the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
Martin John Mills, playing Ludwig van Beethoven, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
The Stockholm Players, Stockholm
The Incident, an original script by Börje Fontalva/Nigel Harvey
We know that something terrible has just happened above the dirty, litter-strewn basement in which we find four
disparate characters, all taking refuge from a terrifying incident that is probably still continuing in the streets
around them. On one side of the basement room, steps lead up to the outside. There is a table and nothing
else. Police sirens wail and the atmosphere is intense.
One of the four is a swarthy man with a nasty wound to his leg. Could he be a terrorist, or is he just an innocent
man wanting to get home to his wife? He seems to know a lot about terrorism and related attacks. Is he to be
trusted?
An older man, Donald, has a sad story. He seems not to be needed any more by his somewhat dysfunctional
family and his despondency has led him to drinking alone in a series of anonymous bars.
Two rather quiet and vulnerable young women make up the foursome.
A fifth person enters the basement - Mike, a desperate man with a gun. There is a very tense moment when
Donald stands up to him, despite the gun. But it ends with Mike being tied up, the police arrive and shoot the
guy with the gun.
Confusion reigns, recalling the ‘terror’ fright in London’s Oxford Street last November, when a couple of brawling
men spawned rumours of bomb scares and gun attacks and caused mass panic in the city’s busiest shopping
and tourist area.
Stark spotlights pick out the individual characters as the play ends, a frightening comment on modern-day life in
the city.
This production was nominated for the DAW-Verulam Award for Best Original Script.
Monday, 21st May
The Anglo-American Theatre Group, The Hague
The Universal Language by David Ives
The stage is revealed to Liza Minelli’s “New York, New York” - always a show stopper, or opener! A young
woman, Dawn, enters an empty office and nervously practises introducing herself. She is in the offices of a
language teaching school, having answered an ad to learn a new language. The language in question is
Unamunda - DaLinkwaLooniversahl. We have various panels around the room showing examples of this new
language. For example, the numerals:- WEN (1), YU (2), FRE (3), FAL (4), FYND (5), IFF (6), HEVEN (7),
WAITZ (8). We all felt very clever to be able to work that one out.
A smart young man, Don, enters and speaks totally in Unamunda, very cleverly repeating the same nonsense
phrase each time he utters the same word in English (or Johncleese). He can quote Shakespeare in
Unamunda, which is very impressive. In fact it’s blini, blini, bonanza blini.
The fee for the course is $500 and Dawn wants very much to learn, as she thinks it will help with her slight
stutter. There follows a lovely soliloquy on the tuning fork - along the lines of you have nothing until you touch
it, then you get a perfect ’A’. In learning the rudiments of the new language, Don and Dawn manage to sing
Yankee Doodle Dandy and Get It On Rock ‘n’ Roll, accompanied by very natural and seemingly effortless dance

routines. She lets her hair down, literally, and loses her glasses. He can’t possibly take her payment, his
language school being a complete fraud. Don and Dawn are obviously falling in love. He is spinachless; she is
amorphous of him. He is amorphous too - polyamorphous.
In the midst of their budding romantic realizations, a very keen young man enters the offices and asks if this is
the linguini school. “Velcro !! ” They both cry in unison – and their future together is assured. Blini, blini, molto
blini !!!
For those of you who would like to learn Unamunda, I have discovered this page of vocabulary:http://www.dartmouth.edu/~sullivan/unamunda/eng-una.html
This production was nominated for the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.
This production won the BATS Trophy for Third Best Production.
Charles Bird, playing Don, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
Suzanne van Dolen, playing Dawn, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actress.

The Brussels Shakespeare Company, Brussels
Nadir Nachtmerrie! Maerd, an original script by Steve Challens
A completely black stage with a bed DSC, very starkly opens this play. Above the bed hangs a single light bulb,
throwing a dull yellow glow on the bed. In the bed is an actor, just returned from the evening performance, a bit
the worse for wear.
The cast list is an amalgam of witty nomenclatures:- Nick, Philip, Thea/Ron, Polly/Tits, Mia, Hell, Sander, Dee,
not to mention Lute and Nowt. The play is partially set in a mental asylum (covered in Brexit-related slogans Believe in Britain, See EU later) complete with inmates in straight jackets, and doctors leading exaggerated
breathing exercises to calm their terrors. We love the fact that Oberon wears a Boris t-shirt.
The script borrows mercilessly from Shakespeare’s original. Knowing that the play’s title refers to a Winter
Nightmare and that ‘Maerd’ is ‘Dream’ backwards, we wait impatiently for the Narrator to take us into the realms
of reversed Midsummer Night’s Dreams. So hold tight, here we go.
All the time, the actor is dreaming of his production. How much of it is a drug-induced vision? Oberon, after all,
is supplying Puck with various paraphernalia and injecting armloads of what? Into Titania.
The wonderfully willowy grey dancing trees are there to cover every eventuality. To me, it always defies belief
that the lovers usually lie down together on the grass under the trees and proceed to fall innocently asleep
– ??!
The storyline follows Shakespeare’s original fairly faithfully, although with some twists, and many excitingly
raunchy moments, with clothes getting ripped off in all-female cat fights and again during more passionate
awakenings. A favourite part of the Shakespearean original is always the rude mechanicals and it doesn’t
disappoint - a great invention being moonshine in a bottle. Shakespeare’s script receives an update when
Bottom awakes with a WTF, but the fairytale fantasy is still all there. And then - a superb moment when the
whole play is repeated, the action swerving backwards through time at giddying speed, as if a film is being
played in reverse. The lighting effects and accompanying musical choices throughout the play are superb, but
what a great choice for this speedy reversal which, thanks to Thanos of AATG, I understand to be “Holy
Mountain” by Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds. Please correct me if I’m wrong.
So here we are back at the beginning of the play, with the actor being wheeled back in, in his bed. It was all just
a bad dream - but was it?
The Irish Theatre Group, Brussels
Airheads, an original script by Lisa Nί Laoire
A light-hearted final production for the festival - our Adjudicator deemed this script worthy of a TV sitcom.
Cartoon-like in cheerful colours of yellow, blue, red and green, the very substantial set shows us a bright and
efficient fitted kitchen in an Irish household, complete with sink and draining board, cooker and hood, table and
chairs. Eddie and Maura, who have never ever been abroad, delight us with their banter, as they attempt to
come to terms with various aspects of global communication technology. Eddie is desperate to locate their
credit card (carefully concealed by his wife) so he can help out a Nigerian prince who has contacted him on line
…… Whilst Maura receives an email suggesting she lets out her spare room through a website called
Airheads. This immediately strikes a chord with the audience, as many of us are staying at an AirBnB,
DSL a website, in the form of a bright robotic Girl, lights up and guides ‘May-ura’ through the set-up for
advertising her spare room on line. It’s not long before the first taker pops up, it’s Siayad. His email
communications are directed through the Airheads website, so we see him in a video link just behind the Girl.

Next thing we know, he is sitting in the kitchen, shivering with the cold. Maura sends him to M&S to buy clothes,
but he discovers Primark and delights us when he comes back with his many extraordinary bargains.
The scene change is accompanied by an Irish step dance from Eddie to the audience’s great delight. The next
Airhead client is a very prim German girl who turns out to be vegan and has a cat who also has dietary
requirements. Maura obliges by buying in goats’ milk and she can’t understand that this is not suitable for
vegans - she did, after all, grow up on a dairy farm, so she knows what “dairy” means - cow’s milk - so goats’
milk is not dairy - ? However Maura is willing to learn and has a very adventurous side to her, trying their guest’s
marijuana to great comic effect. She would draw the line, though, at the German policy of parenting school. The
German girl learns to unwind and even joins in the Irish dancing in between scenes, having demolished a bucket
of KFC whilst wearing an oversized leprechaun hat from the local pub, but unfortunately losing her cat along the
way.
Meanwhile, the first guest leaves a review, popping up behind the Girl as if on video link, thoroughly
recommending Maura and Eddie’s accommodation.
Who next? A married couple from New York, of course, looking for their relatives in Ireland who they are sure
must be there, even though he is black and she, at least, is Jewish. Guided by the Parish records, an unholy
séance and Eddie’s sleepwalking ramblings, they go off on their quest to Carrickfergus, but not before they have
treated us to some characteristically quirky New Yorker humour.
With the German girl’s review coming in, Maura tells Eddie that’s enough of that, they’re off on holiday - to a
feckin’ hotel! Great jubilation as the curtain closes, Eddie dancing around with the cat.
This production was nominated for the Grand Duchy Trophy for Best Stage Presentation.
This production was nominated for the DAW-Verulam Award for Best Original Script.
Rory Spellman, playing Eddie, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actor.
Liz Ross, playing Maura, was nominated for the Blackie Award for Best Actress.

When writing this report, I don’t intend it to be a critique, but rather a straightforward account for those
FEATSgoers who were unable to be there this time, to give them some idea of what was enjoyed.
If any of you regulars wonder why the Adjudicator’s Discretionary Award doesn’t get a mention above,
it’s because Ben Humphrey didn’t award it to a production. It went to BATS for the incredible job they
have done both on the main stage and at the Fringe and for the entire Festival.
Feel like making a comment, adding, agreeing or arguing?
Write to:- annie.dawes@orange.fr
*******************
While BATS can now enjoy a well-earned rest, Entity Theatre in Munich is working 'full steam ahead' to prepare
FEATS 2019 which will take place in Ottobrunn which lies about twenty minutes south east of Munich city centre
and within easy reach of the airport. Please note in your diaries that FEATS 2019 will take place over the
Acension weekend i.e. Thursday 30 May to Sunday 2 June.

^^^^^^^^
The General Data Protection Regulation
The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) will replace the different data privacy laws existing across the European
Union, by imposing a single unified set of standards which all organisations who hold personal data or who process personal
data are obliged to apply. We will shortly be sending out a message asking you to opt in to receiving the FEATS newsletter.
You can find more information on the GDPR using the following link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation

What's on in the theatre.
When

Who

What

Where

Contact

8,9,15,16,
23,23

Semi-Circle, Basel

Top Girls

Theater Rampe

info@semi-circle.

8 - 10

ATC, Brusssels

Improv. Nights

The Warehouse

info@atcbrussels.com

11 – 16

BSS, Brussels

Man for All Seasons

Magic Land Theatre

thelittleboxoffice.com/bss

21-29, 1st July

NWTC, Luxembourg

LEATS Summer School Clairefontaine

www.leatss.lu

FEST, Frankfurt

Loot

fest@frankfurt.org

FEST, Frankfurt

Loot

fest@frankfurt.org

ATC, Brussels

Stage Kiss

The Warehouse

info@atcbrussels.com

AATG, The Hague

Jack & the Beanstalk

Theater aan het Spui

productions@aatg.nl

NWTC, Luxembourg

The Seagull

Kulturhaus, Mersch

www.nwtc.lu

NWTC, Luxembourg

The Seagull

Kulturhaus, Mersch

www.nwtc.lu

JUNE

SEPTEMBER
28-30
OCTOBER

5-7
NOVEMBER
8 – 17
DECEMBER
6-9
FEBRUARY
28
MARCH
1–3

For information regarding events by Youth Music Theatre, go to youthmusictheatreuk.org

Please remember if you are changing your e-mail address, but would still like to receive FEATS information, or if you have
any other information which you feel would be of interest, to send your change of address to editor@feats.eu or by post to
Sue Seth, Ancien Presbytère, F-32350 Saint Arailles, France

